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Subject: Petition 0241/2013 by Jürgen Weidemann (German) on behalf of Mira Micic 
(Croatian) concerning the loss of savings deposits as a result of the closure of 
the Serbian bank Investbanka

1. Summary of petition

A client of the petitioner used to have two savings accounts with Investbanka. The bank was 
closed down, as a result of which his client lost her savings. The petitioner asks the European 
Parliament for assistance in seeking compensation from the Serbian authorities for the lost 
deposits.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 6 November 2013. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 31 January 2014

Deposits are protected in case of insolvency of credit institutions up to EUR 100,000 per 
depositor and per bank under Directive 94/19/EC on deposit guarantee schemes1 (“the DGS 
Directive”). 

Deposits are defined under Directive 94/19/EC as “any credit balance which results from 
funds left in an account or from temporary situations deriving from normal banking 
transactions and which a credit institution must repay under the legal and contractual 
conditions applicable, and any debt evidenced by a certificate issued by a credit institution”.

                                               
1 OJ L 135, 31.5.1994, p.5.
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Deposits are deemed unavailable whenever they are due and payable but have not been paid 
by a credit institution under the legal and contractual conditions applicable thereto, where 
either: (i) the relevant competent authorities have determined that in their view the credit 
institution concerned appears to be unable for the time being, for reasons which are directly 
related to its financial circumstances, to repay the deposit and to have no current prospect of 
being able to do so; or ii) a judicial authority has made a ruling for reasons which are directly 
related to the credit institution's financial circumstances which has the effect of suspending 
depositors' ability to make claims against it, should that occur before the aforementioned 
determination has been made.

Unavailable deposits must be repaid by the DGS within 20 working days of the 
abovementioned determination by competent authorities or ruling by judicial authorities.

The actual entitlement of depositors requires a thorough assessment of each and every case 
requiring elements on the insolvency of the institution, the position of the claimant and the 
characteristics of the financial instrument at stake. It is a matter for national authorities, on 
their own initiative or upon the filing of a compensation claim, to assess whether the 
conditions of the Directive are met. Deposit guarantee is ensured in Croatia by the State 
Agency for Deposit Insurance and Bank Rehabilitation.

Moreover, in the present case the facts as presented do not seem to relate to a situation 
covered by community law as the failure of Investbanka took place before the accession of the 
Republic Croatia to the EU.

Conclusion

EU law does not seem applicable to this case.

The Commission suggests that the petitioner get in touch with the Croatian State Agency for 
Deposit Insurance and Bank Rehabilitation to ascertain her right to compensation under 
national law. 


